The Evershade
Technical Specification
Size
3m - 6m (multiple squares can be added together)
Framework
Main Frame is made from 150mm x 150mm steel box
section with a 10mm thick base plate
Eaves Beam is made from 150mm x 150mm steel box
section and is connected to the posts with an internal fixing
system
Frame Finish
The steel frame can be galvanised, powder coated or
galvanised and powder coated in any standard RAL colours
as shown below.
Other non-standard RAL colours are available upon request.
Please visit: http://www.ablecanopies.co.uk/coloursfinishes.html
Roof Fabric
The weight of the fabric is 590 g/sqm which gives it ultimate
tear and split resistance. The tensile fabric has a strength of
252/250 da N/5 cm. The fabric is supplied in white as
standard however there are 39 additional colours which are
available at an additional cost. Please see overleaf for the
full colour chart.
Weather Resistance
The tensile fabric is UV stabilised offering the highest UV protection. It blocks up to 99% of the sun’s harmful UV rays.
The tensile structures are constructed from waterproof tensile fabric which will not absorb moisture and is designed
to perform well in all normal weather conditions.
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Guarantee:
The steel framework is supplied with a 25 year life expectancy depending on the chosen finish.
The fabric is supplied with a 5 year guarantee and a 10 year life expectancy.
Excellent Fire Performance
The fabric of the Tensile Structure is tested to BS 7837.
Maintenance:
Please follow our maintenance schedule, which is found in your After Sales Pack.
Optional Extras
 Posts pads
Tensile Colour Options
Fabric is white as standard. The colours shown below are available at an additional cost.

CAD Drawings are available on request.
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